
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
stockroom associate. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for stockroom associate

Manage, organize, and put away stockroom materials / supplies when
received
Issue repair parts and materials from the maintenance stock room to support
production machine repairs consumable items for Employee department
usage and Contracted service individuals
Order replenishment stock in the EAM system manually when issued against
a CEA project
Perform physical verification and check of On-hand stocks "Cycle Counts" to
detect shortages and make adjustments in the EAM system
Identify, and catalog for entry into the EAM system
Dispense and issue chemicals to Department personnel when requested,
ensuring a work order is produced for accurate accountability
Perform all necessary and essential tasks related to weekly, monthly and
quarterly facility PM's
Perform minor and routine repairs to facility equipment building maintenance
and facility maintaining
Interface and represent the facility maintenance department as a key liaison
for contractor's onsite ensuring the requested job scope standard has been
met
Collected and disseminate work documentation to all interested parties, and
once the work has been completed for the day the contractor is signed out of
the facility per Safety-Security regulations & company work practices
pamphlet

Example of Stockroom Associate Job Description
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Must be functionally literate and capable of understanding and recognizing
part numbers and line codes to ensure proper retrieval of parts for shipment,
including identifying sequence of numbers and letters accurately and rapidly
Must be capable of lifting and moving parts of up to 60lbs
Must be able to repeatedly bend or stoop to ground level shelves and be
able to reach upper shelves (8 feet) with use of stool or ladder when
necessary
Must be able to operate and effectively utilize postage machines and weight
scales
Perform associated duties as assigned by management and stock
One – two years college in related field preferred or equivalent combination
of education and experience within a warehouse/distribution environment


